2015 Faculty Conference Program

12:00 pm          BBQ Hosted by President Johnson
                   (faculty and staff invited)
                   Kafadar Commons

1:00 – 2:15 pm    Welcome and General Information
                   209 Coolbaugh Hall

Sessions listed below will run from 2:30-3:15pm and then again from 3:30-4:15pm

MZ108             Active Learning and Technology: Defining the nature, role, extent of, and support for active learning and technology on the campus.

MZ106             Admissions Strategic Intent: Defining our strategic intent for our undergraduate admissions activities.

MZ210             Bachelor of Science Degree in Engineering (BSE Degree 2.0): Evaluating how best to proceed with the Interdisciplinary Engineering Degree.

MZ126             Building a Community: Mines as a University (Faculty Senate Sponsored)

MZ222             Degree Programs of Distinction: Defining how our undergraduate degree programs are or should be distinctive.

MZ222             Expanding International Opportunities for CSM Students (Faculty Senate Sponsored)

MZ335             Family Friendly Campus: Initial thoughts from an administrative review.

MZ235             First and Second Year Experience: How to make our core curriculum distinctive?

MZ226             Growing and Supporting the Research Enterprise: Defining how to better grow and support research.

MZ122             Interdisciplinary Graduate Programs: Evaluating and making recommendations related to program management, support and promotion.

MZ204             Revenue and Reputation Enhancements from Short Course and Certificate Program Activity: Proposing revenue and reputation enhancements.

MZ104             Strategic Intent for Biology Efforts: Defining our strategic intent.

MZ326             Teaching Assistant / Research Assistant Support: Rationalizing and prioritizing our needs related to graduate student and classroom instructional support.

NOTE: Refreshments will be served in the Marquez Hall Lobby during Faculty Conference